THE CAMBRIDGE PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY was founded
in 1819 for the purpose of promoting scientific enquiry. For
two centuries it has seeded innovation, supported scientific
discussion, and nurtured the scientists of the future.

‘...TO KEEP ALIVE THE SPIRIT OF INQUIRY’
The Cambridge Philosophical Society was founded in
1819 for the purpose of promoting scientific enquiry.
For two centuries it has seeded innovation, supported
scientific discussion, and nurtured the scientists of the
future. This exhibition takes as its theme Discovery –
the foundation of science. It explores how the
Philosophical Society underpinned and supported
discovery throughout its history.
Ù
CAVENDISH LABORATORY
WALTER ANDREWS
BEFORE 1914
During this period female scientists used the Society’s
Library (though they could not borrow books) and attended
lectures, and field trips. However, women could not
become full members of the Society until 1929.
P404
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DURING THE EARLY nineteenth century

three men conceived of a dedicated home

Cambridge was a science backwater.

for science in Cambridge. Later in that year

Although there were several professors

the Cambridge Philosophical Society was

in scientific subjects, few undergraduates

officially formed. Its founders envisaged a

attended their lectures, the University
did not offer science degrees, and

facilitating cooperation and debate between

of, or funding for, original research.

scientific thinkers, creating a forum for the

John Stevens Henslow, and Edward

investigations in new fields, forming links to
other scientific bodies around the country,

by an idea Sedgwick and Henslow had while

and preserving the research of the Society’s

on a geological field trip in April 1819, the

fellows in print.

THE CAMBRIDGE PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY SEAL,
BEARING AN IMAGE OF NEWTON
1832
When the Cambridge Philosophical Society commissioned
their first official seal they selected Newton – the University’s
most famous natural philosopher – as their figurehead.
CPS 1/3

public communication of results, inspiring

Daniel Clarke sought to change this. Sparked

Û
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would ‘keep alive the spirit of inquiry’ by

there was little encouragement
Cambridge scientists Adam Sedgwick,

4

Society, independent of the university, which

“Now that we have launched I have little fear: we shall, I doubt not, go
on and prosper. Among the senior members of the University some
laugh at us; others shrug up their shoulders and think our whole
proceedings subversive of good discipline; a much larger number

Society; his eventual successor as Cavendish
professor, Lawrence Bragg, was the same
age when he introduced the astonishing new
idea of x-ray crystallography at a meeting of
the Society.

look on us, as they do every other external object, with philosophic
indifference; and a small number are among our warm friends.”
ADAM SEDGWICK TO JOHN HERSCHEL, 26 FEBRUARY 1820

Within a year of its foundation, the Society
had instituted fortnightly meetings, had set up
Cambridge’s most extensive scientific library,

The Society soon became a place for the

Herschel showing how light moved through

had collected and curated Cambridge’s

brightest young researchers to show off their

a crystal; the enfant terrible Charles Babbage

first museum of natural history, and had

discoveries, to meet like-minded colleagues,

expounding on radical French calculus; John

begun publishing Cambridge’s first scientific

and to explore the boundaries of the world.

Couch Adams, the co-discoverer of Neptune,

periodical. Emboldened by this early success,

Charles Darwin’s Beagle letters were first read

explaining meteor showers that lit up the

the Society began to push for reform of

out at its meetings, and audiences flocked

night sky. James Clerk Maxwell was just

scientific teaching and research in the

to hear the rising stars of science: John

twenty-two when he first addressed the

university and colleges: fellows of the Society
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were involved in the creation of science

admission to the Society in 1929, nearly two

Today, the Society still acts as a catalyst

degrees, the building of university and college

decades before they were finally allowed to

to scientific discovery, supporting new

laboratories, and campaigning for increased

take degrees in the University.

research, disseminating new ideas and

funding and career opportunities for scientists.
REFORMING CAMBRIDGE

nurturing the scientists of tomorrow. It
Throughout the nineteenth and twentieth

funds post-doctoral Henslow Fellowships

centuries, the Society played a key role

and supports doctoral students through a

Early attempts to admit women (such as

in raising the profile of the sciences in

grant programme, and provides important

the mathematician Mary Somerville) to

Cambridge. Many facilities grew out of

spaces for scientific communication: its

the Society were unsuccessful. In the

different elements of the Society: the

fortnightly meetings have taken place

later Victorian era, however, the creation

Society’s library became the university’s

uninterrupted since 1819; and it continues to

of Girton and Newnham as colleges for

Central Science Library; its museum became

publish two world-class journals – Biological

women facilitated their participation in

the core of the university’s Zoology Museum.

Reviews and Mathematical Proceedings.

new laboratory sciences such as genetics,
physics and physiology. Marie Curie was
given an honorary fellowship of the Society
in 1914, and women gained full formal

Ú
R.T. LOWE
‘ON THE FISHES OF MADEIRA’
TRANSACTIONS OF THE CAMBRIDGE PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY
VOLUME 6
The Transactions were a key record of the talks given at the Society’s meetings, and
quickly became the primary means of publicising the Society’s work.
Q340:1.b.23
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“I find I have given offence to the Cantabs for saying that there is no
person there carrying on a train of original research. Do you know of
anybody there who is?”
DAVID BREWSTER 1830

Ù
ADAM SEDGWICK’S COLLECTING BAG
This leather bag was used by Sedgwick
to secure and collect his samples.
Courtesy of the Sedgwick Museum:
CAMSM X 50314
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SHAPING DISCOVERY
In the spring of 1819, when Henslow and Sedgwick

The three Philosophical Society founders, Sedgwick,

embarked on their trip to the Isle of Wight, Sedgwick

Henslow and Clarke, secured the support of thirty-

had just been appointed Woodwardian Professor of

three other important Cambridge figures, including six

Geology. The trip offered him an opportunity to learn

heads of colleges, six professors, a librarian, and eleven

the skills of this new discipline, which was the cutting-

tutors or assistant tutors, for their nascent Society. The

edge science of the day. On his return to Cambridge,

first meeting took place on 2 November, 1819 in the

specimens he collected were added to the Woodwardian

University Library, now the Old Schools. The first entry

Cabinet, a teaching and research collection of fossils,

in the first minute book records its announcement.

rocks, minerals, shells, plants and archaeological and
ethnographic artefacts begun by the natural historian and
antiquary John Woodward (1665–1728). The Cabinet was
the foundation collection for what is now the Sedgwick
Museum of Earth Sciences.
Ú
CAMBRIDGE PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY
MINUTE BOOK, 30 OCTOBER, 1819
The first entry, announcing the creation of the Society.
Courtesy of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, CPS 3/1
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CONSOLIDATION AND GROWTH

A Royal Charter gave the Cambridge Philosophical Society

The Cambridge Philosophical Society prided itself on

formal incorporation, enabling it to make long-term plans.

its democratic nature. It was governed by a Council,

They secured their charter by petitioning Prince William

elected by secret ballot, with presidential elections

Fredrick, then Chancellor of the University, the Society’s

every two years. Its ballot box is seen here, with

Patron and cousin of King William IV. In his letter to the

some of the original voting beans.

prince, Sedgwick outlined how a charter would secure the
future of the Society and prevent the organisation’s funds
being ‘employed on works of fancy or amusement, rather
than on science & dry investigations’.
Ý

Ù

BACKGROUND AND OVERLEAF

CAMBRIDGE

GEOLOGICAL MAP OF THE ISLE OF WIGHT

PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY

ENGRAVED BY J. WALKER, LONDON: 1815
John Stevens Henslow took this hand-coloured

BALLOT BOX, WITH
ORIGINAL VOTING BEANS

map on his field trip to the Isle of Wight with

mid-nineteenth century

Adam Sedgwick.

Courtesy of the Cambridge

Courtesy of the Sedgwick Museum

Philosophical Society

Ù
CAMBRIDGE PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY
CHARTER, WITH THE SEAL OF WILLIAM IV
6 AUGUST, 1832
Courtesy of the Cambridge Philosophical Society,
CPS 1/2/1
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“I think that if I were to start again I should still try to be an applied
mathematician, because the number of amusing activities to which
mathematics can lead one is so great.” G. I. Taylor 1952

The flight of steps at Terling Place

THE TOOLS OF DISCOVERY
UNIFYING THE SCIENCES THROUGH
MATHEMATICS
The quotation (opposite) captures a thread

tradition of Newton. A good example of

running through 200 years of Cambridge

mathematisation is the theory of wave

science: mathematics plays a vital role in

phenomena: the behaviour of sound waves,

forging links between apparently unrelated

light waves, radio waves and x-rays all turn

phenomena. The ‘mathematisation of

out to be closely related when described in

science’ was important to the Cambridge

mathematical terms.

Philosophical Society from its earliest
days: the founders of the Society
had been educated in the

Ú
ULTRASONIC DIFFRACTION EXPERIMENT
METAL AND CLOTH
ca. 1889
Courtesy of the current Lord Rayleigh
20 0 Years of the Cambridge Philisophical Society
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DIFFRACTION OF SOUND AND LIGHT

The first Cambridge-trained scientist to put the wave

bright and dark bands, parallel to the slits. The explanation

theory of light on a firm footing was Thomas Young. In

is that a bright band appears where the light from the two

1801 he described the phenomenon of wave interference,

slits is exactly in phase, and a dark band where they are

reputedly inspired by watching ripple patterns on a pond in

in opposite phase, so that the two waves cancel each

Emmanuel College. Young gave an elegant demonstration

other out. As the figure below illustrates, the two waves

of the effect of wave interference by his ‘two slit’

are in phase at any point on the screen where the path-

experiment. Light of a single wavelength (i.e. a pure colour

length difference to the two slits is a whole number of

from the rainbow) is made to pass through two parallel

wavelengths. The bands arise where the path difference

slits and then fall on a screen. The result is a pattern of

is zero, or one full cycle, or two full cycles, and so on.
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YOUNG’S TWO-SLIT EXPERIMENT
Plane waves of light come in from the left.
They pass through two slits, and radiate
outwards from each. The lines show a
snapshot of the successive wave crests.
The screen shows a bright band wherever
the two waves are in exactly the same phase
(e.g. crests coinciding), and a dark band
wherever they are exactly in the opposite
phase (e.g. crests of one wave coinciding
with a mid-point between crests of the other).

BARRIER
BarrierWITH
withSLITS
slits
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SCREEN
Screen

When waves hit an object with a regular structure, a

LORD RAYLEIGH’S ECHO FROM A FLIGHT OF STEPS

somewhat different phenomenon of diffraction occurs.

Sound waves coming in: BLUE

Different wavelengths are reflected differently. If they
are sound waves, the effect is heard in terms of musical

Reflected sound waves from each step: RED
Combined echo from all the steps: BLACK

pitch; if they are light waves, they are seen as colours.
If they are radio waves or x-rays, human senses do not
perceive them directly but they can be made visible by
suitable detectors.
DIFFRACTION GRATING

Lord Rayleigh, Cavendish Professor of Physics from
1879 to 1884, made early observations of this kind of
‘diffraction grating’ and explained the behaviour using
mathematics. Clapping his hands in front of a flight of

THE ‘GOLDILOCKS’ CASE

steps in the garden of Terling Place in Essex (see the

reflections add up to give
very strong echo

photo on the previous spread), he heard an echo with a
musical note. To see how this works, look at the diagram
to the right. Similar to Young’s two-slit experiment, the
strongest reflection happens when the wavelength of the
sound matches the spacing of the steps so that all the
echoes are in phase.

Û
REFLECTION FROM A DIFFRACTION GRATING
The combined echo is loudest when the wavelength matches
the step depth, giving a musical sound.

20 0 Years of the Cambridge Philisophical Society
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Rayleigh carried out bench-top experiments to test his
theoretical predictions. He built an apparatus with regular
muslin discs whose spacing can be varied, into which he
sent ultrasonic waves from a whistle like the ones seen to
the right. Rayleigh’s handwriting can be seen on the lid of
the box the whistles were kept in, detailing the wavelength
of sound for each whistle. The echo from the muslin discs
was detected with a ‘sensitive flame’: the only way to detect
ultrasonic sound at that time. The flame from a suitably
adjusted gas jet changes its form in the presence of highfrequency sound waves of sufficient amplitude.
Rayleigh was quick to link this effect with the shimmering
colours of some minerals like opal, and of iridescent insects.
He deduced that these insect wings might have patterns of
microscopic layers or ridges, which acted on light waves in
the same manner that the muslin discs or the steps acted on
Ú
ULTRASONIC BIRD WHISTLES
AND DISC EXPERIMENT
Lord Rayleigh used these whistles to explore wave
diffraction. He recorded his findings on the box lid.
Courtesy of the current Lord Rayleigh
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sound waves. These insect wings are just as bright today as
when Rayleigh collected them over a century ago, because
the microscopic structure has not changed. If the colour had
been due to pigment, it would probably have faded by now.
Rayleigh made many other contributions to science. He was
the first to explain why the sky is blue: diffraction of light by
the molecules in air influences shorter wavelengths (blue
light) more strongly than longer wavelengths (red light).
So looking at the sky away from the position of the sun, it
is mainly blue light that is scattered to reach your eyes. But
when the sunlight travels through a particularly thick layer
of the atmosphere, at sunrise or sunset, the blue light
tends to be removed by this scattering process, leaving
the familiar red glow of a sunset sky. In 1904, Rayleigh
became Cambridge’s first Nobel prizewinner for the
discovery of Argon.

Ú
IRIDESCENT INSECTS
Courtesy of the current Lord Rayleigh
20 0 Years of the Cambridge Philisophical Society
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X-RAY DIFFRACTION

X-rays were discovered by Wilhelm Röntgen in 1895.
pass through a crystal, a pattern of spots can be
recorded on a photographic plate. The father-and-son
team of William Henry and William Lawrence Bragg
deduced that x-rays must be wave-like, similar to light
waves but with very much shorter wavelength. They
were able to explain von Laue’s spots as a diffraction
pattern generated when the x-rays interact with the
regular pattern of atoms in the crystal. W. L. Bragg’s
original drawing, reconstructing the pattern recorded
by von Laue, is shown to the right. This diagram was
first published in the Proceedings of the Cambridge
Philosophical Society, as indeed was much of the
research coming out of the Cavendish Laboratory and
other Cambridge centres up until the middle of the
20th century. There were few scientific journals in those
days, and they mostly took the form of Proceedings
or Transactions providing a printed record of work
presented at a meeting of a learned society. The CPS
was Cambridges’s home-grown learned society.
20
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Max von Laue discovered, in 1912, that when x-rays

Max von Laue’s original
x-ray diffraction spot
pattern from a crystal,
and Bragg’s diagram
giving an explanation in
terms of wave diffraction
by the regular array of
atoms in the crystal.

The technique of x-ray diffraction led directly to Cambridge
breakthroughs in molecular biology. If a molecule of
pattern can be made and then interpreted to reveal the
atomic structure of the molecule. This work started in the
Cavendish Laboratory, later moving to the newly-founded
Laboratory of Molecular Biology. Researchers from this
group in the Cavendish/LMB went on to produce
a stream of world-class research and win a
string of Nobel prizes. Noteworthy
examples include the structure of
DNA as elucidated by Francis
Crick, James D. Watson and
Rosalind Franklin, and the
structures of the Haemoglobin
and Myoglobin molecules by
Max Perutz and John Kendrew
respectively. Kendrew’s work is
illustrated here.
Ù
Kendrew’s original x-ray diffraction
spot pattern for Myoglobin.

Ý

interest can be made to crystallise, a diffraction spot

SIR JOHN KENDREW WITH
HIS MODEL OF MYOGLOBIN
PHOTOGRAPH
C. 1957
Courtesy of the LMB Archive

THE DISCOVERY OF PULSARS

At the opposite extreme of wavelength to x-rays are
radio waves. The arrangement of the dishes in this radio
telescope takes advantage of diffraction and wave theory
to ‘see’ deep into the distant universe and detect such
things as quasars.
A different type of radio telescope, also near Lord’s
Bridge, was designed by Tony Hewish to detect compact
radio sources: it filled a 4 acre field. Hewish was a key
figure in post-war developments that made Cambridge
a leading centre internationally in the new discipline
of radio astronomy. He wanted to provide insights into
astronomical phenomena including the solar wind.
In 1967, data seen on the printout pictured overleaf led
Hewish and his PhD student Jocelyn Bell Burnell to
discover the first pulsar. Pulsars are very dense
‘neutron stars’ which spin rapidly on their axes, emitting
Ù
above: Radio teslecope at Lord’s Bridge. below: Hewish’s 4 acre radio
telescope at Lord’s Bridge. It needed sheep to keep the grass down
because mowers could not fit between the poles.

electromagnetic waves. Their existence was unknown until

electron, previously thought of as a particle, was found

Bell identified regular radio pulses, and then did the necessary

to show wave-like behaviour such as diffraction patterns.

further work to verify that this ‘scruff’, as she

Conversely, light, previously thought of as a wave, can

called it, was a real extraterrestrial

be viewed as made up of particles called photons. The

signal and not interference. The

Cambridge physicist G. I. Taylor, quoted at the start of

discovery of pulsars, and the

this section, carried out a key experiment in 1909 (while

interpretation in terms of rotating

he was still an undergraduate). He set up a diffraction

neutron stars, led to Hewish sharing

experiment using a source of light so faint that the

the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1974.

photographic plate on which the results were recorded
showed individual bright spots each time a single photon

During the twentieth century,
a very different type of wave
occupied the attention of

hit it. He left the experiment running for several months,
and he found that these individual dots gradually built up
the banded interference pattern predicted by wave theory.

physicists: according to
quantum mechanics, all

Wave theory still underlies much current research, as

matter can behave in a

exemplified by two recent Henslow Fellows: the work of

‘wave-like’ manner under

Sean Collins and George Gordon is described later, in the

some circumstances. The

section ‘Discovering the Future’.

Ù
Graduate student Jocelyn Bell Burnell joined the project in
1965 and was responsible for analysing the observational data:
the 4 Acre Array produced 96 feet of printed charts every day.
20 0 Years of the Cambridge Philisophical Society
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Ú
CHART SHOWING THE RADIO SIGNAL OF THE FIRST
IDENTIFIED PULSAR
AUGUST, 1967
Courtesy of Churchill Archives Centre, Cambridge,
HWSH Acc 355
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“Dumb though they are, what splendid detectives our instruments
might prove … anthropometric records might serve to hang the
scoundrel and to set free the innocent.” Francis Galton 1888

DISCOVERING A SCIENCE OF MAN
The beginnings of ‘big data’, with a whiff of scientific

a project which ran for two decades and produced over

controversy, can be found in a project sponsored by the

9,000 personalised cards. Measurement took place in

Philosophical Society. Natural history in the nineteenth

the Philosophical Society’s library, where patrons were

century had been focussed heavily on observing and

submitted to examination by the librarian and provided

measuring the world. In the twentieth century, the

information about their family history.

methods of natural science were turned around to focus
on the biological and social sciences. ‘Anthropometrics’
– the measurement of man – attempted to apply the
empirical tools used to survey the natural world to
humankind. It involved the systematic measurement
of the physical properties of the human body. In 1886
the Cambridge Anthropometric Committee began
recording anthropometric data for university students,
Ú
RECORD CARDS FROM THE ANTHROPOMETRIC PROJECT
Courtesy of the Cambridge Philosophical Society
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CONTROVERSIAL HYPOTHESES

Anthropometry sought to map the physical

The anthropometric project represented a pivotal moment

characteristics of the human body to recognizable traits

in our understanding of ourselves as objects of statistical

and to classify the human species into a distinctive

enquiry. An accepted scientific endeavour at the time, it is

hierarchy of ‘races’, through the minute study of their

today understandably controversial. The project thus raises

physical and mental properties. The measurements

important issues surrounding the accumulation and use of

supposedly identified regularities in human growth, and

scientific data.

noted differences, for example, between Cambridge
men and the so-called ‘criminal type’. Some sought

Amongst the thousands of students who passed through the

explanations of difference in socio-economic

anthropometric study were many who went on to greatness:

inequality; others pointed the finger at biology.

for example the physicist Ernest Rutherford, the economist
John Maynard Keynes, the anthropologist William Halse
Rivers and Charles Darwin’s son, Horace, who designed the
anthropometric equipment.

28
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Ù
ANTHROPOMETRY CARD
Many famous people passed though the CPS anthropometric
laboratory. This card records the measurements of Ernest Rutherford.
Courtesy of the Cambridge Philosophical Society

MAKING AND DEBATING DISCOVERY
Making, communicating, and debating science are

increased by the twentieth century, when new theories

inseparable. Scientists depend on previous results,

such as those of Albert Einstein began to transform our

collaborate with others, and submit their work to

understanding. The Society continues to play a significant

collective judgment. The Cambridge Philosophical

role in the circulation of knowledge, both among

Society was founded to provide opportunities for

specialists and the public at large.

presenting discoveries, as when Charles Darwin’s
initial reports from the Beagle voyage were discussed
and printed – albeit without his knowledge. The range
of available places for debating science had greatly

Ú
CHARLES DARWIN
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS ADDRESSED
TO PROFESSOR HENSLOW
CAMBRIDGE: 1835
The Cambridge Philosophical Society issued this privately-circulated
pamphlet. It consists of extracts from Darwin’s letters to the botanist
John Stevens Henslow, and was Darwin’s first work as sole author.
Cam.c.835.25
31

Controversy and disagreement are central

Darwin, in a letter to Henslow in 1860, gave a

to science. Evolution has been one of the

more measured response:

most consistently discussed topics at the
Cambridge Philosophical Society. In the
nineteenth century, pioneering embryological
work was used to combat early evolutionary

“I am certain to have erred in many

points, but I do not believe so much

as Sedgwick & Co. think”.

speculations. One of the most celebrated
meetings involved a lively debate in 1860 over

By the early twentieth century evolutionary

Charles Darwin’s recently published On the

theory had become the foundation for new

origin of species. Sedgwick, by then a veteran

fields of research in biology, and the Society

critic of earlier publications mooting the idea

regularly published important papers on

of evolution, did not like it:

genetics. Today, research into the history
of life and the mechanisms of evolution

“I have read your book with more pain

continues to spark discussion and discovery.

than pleasure. Parts of it I admired

greatly; parts I laughed at till my

sides were almost sore; other parts
I read with sorrow; because I think

them utterly false and grievously

32

EDDINGTON AND EINSTEIN

Another key scientific development of this
period, Albert Einstein’s general theory of
relativity, had been widely discussed among

mischievous”.

Cambridge scientists, but many remained

ADAM SEDGWICK TO CHARLES DARWIN 1860

sceptical. Einstein had predicted that starlight

DISCOVERY

would be ‘bent’ by the sun’s gravitational

After convincing his peers in Cambridge,

pull, and in May 1919, the astronomer and

Eddington announced his results more widely

physicist Arthur Eddington and others

at a joint meeting of the Royal Society of

travelled to the island of Principe off the

London and the Royal Astronomical Society.

west coast of Africa, where a total solar

Newspapers across the world, including the

eclipse provided an unusual opportunity to

Illustrated London News, attempted to explain

see if Einstein was correct. The results were

the intricacies of relativity theory to a mass

presented for the first time to the

2

V Club,

readership. Shortly after, Eddington gave a

an elite group of Cambridge physicists, at a

similar talk in Cambridge, part of a series of

meeting convened especially for the occasion.

public talks sponsored by the Philosophical

As Eddington noted, the experiments were

Society and recently instituted by Ernest

not simple, with ‘difficulties attending the

Rutherford. As Eddington wrote to Einstein,

measures of such small quantities’; he
needed to be sure that expert physicists
would be convinced. As the minutes note,
‘A general discussion followed; the President
remarked that the 83rd meeting was historic’.

“I had a huge audience at the

Cambridge Philosophical Society a few
days ago, and hundreds were turned
away unable to get near the room”.

Ù
ILLUSTRATED LONDON NEWS
22 NOVEMBER, 1919
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FFI’S NICHE IS CLEAR

tants were able to clearly articulate FFI’s role within the wider conservation movement, and celebrated the value of our relatively modest size, stating that we appeared to combine some of the best characteristics of being a big organisation with those of being small. The report also reiterated our own internal perspectives of FFI’s unique role, which focuses on “(i) collaboration through lasting partnerships, (ii) leadership through innovative models, and (iii) a lean entrepreneurial style allowing fast and flexible engagement on critical issues.”
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COUNCIL MINUTES 1922

CAMBRIDGE PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY

be overestimated.”

Society’s Library can hardly

“The importance of the
HE IS CLEAR

NPR.C.313
ILLUSTRATED LONDON NEWS, JUNE 28, 1845
WOODCUT
THE LECTURE ROOM OF THE CAMBRIDGE

COMMUNICATING DISCOVERY
From its inception, a central purpose of the Cambridge

Henslow founded the Cambridge Philosophical Society’s

Philosophical Society was to communicate science

natural history collections. Within a few years, largely

to other scientists and to a wider public. The Society

due to donations from members and acquisitions of

placed Cambridge at the centre of the scientific

other collections, the Society had the largest and most

universe. It encouraged the globalisation of science by

impressive scientific museum in Cambridge. The Library

drawing speakers from overseas and establishing an

also became the most modern and well-stocked scientific

international journal exchange programme. Members

repository in Cambridge. In turn, books and museum

were kept up to date by the programme of public

objects were later transferred to other Cambridge

lectures, and letters were read out at meetings

libraries and museums, seeding their collections.

from scientists working around the world.
Within Cambridge, the Society’s Library and Museum
provided a physical space for research. In 1820, a
donation of insects and shells from John Stevens
Ú
DESSICATED STRAWBERRY CRAB
FROM THE COLLECTION OF JOHN
STEVENS HENSLOW
Courtesy of the University Museum of Zoology
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FUNDING SCIENCE BY SUBSCRIPTION

As well as buying newly-published books, the Society
supported scientific publication directly through subscription.
John Gould began his career as a taxidermist and in
1828 was appointed ‘Curator and Preserver to the
Zoological Society of London’. He was
a pioneering entrepreneur and a
brilliant, self-taught scientist who
influenced Darwin. He issued
more than 300 learned articles
and oversaw the publication of
nineteen magnificent plate books,
the first of which, A century of
birds from the Himalaya mountains, was
subscribed to by the Philosophical Society.
Ú
JOHN GOULD
A CENTURY OF BIRDS FROM
THE HIMALAYA MOUNTAINS
LONDON: 1832
WANE, BB.80
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JOURNAL EXCHANGE

The Philosophical Society pioneered a journal exchange
programme, whereby copies of the Society’s Transactions
were sent as gifts to national, provincial and international
societies who, in return, sent back their own journals. By
the 1830s, copies of the Transactions were systematically
being sent to Paris, London, Dublin, Leiden, Brussels,
Amsterdam, Geneva, Lisbon, Swansea, Kolkata and
Philadelphia, among others. Thanks to these exchanges,
the Society’s library became the most modern and wellstocked in Cambridge. It had, by far, the widest range of
journals, and it was to the Society that people went when
they wanted to read the most up-to-date research. The
colleges and University could not compete, and many
joined the Society because of its library.

DISCOVERING THE FUTURE
The Philosophical Society continues to support new scientific
research through its flagship Henslow Fellowships, three-year
postdoctoral fellowships which work in collaboration with selected
Cambridge colleges.
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Alex Liu, Henslow Fellow: 2011

THE FOSSIL RECORD OF EARLY ANIMALS
Alex combines a variety of analytical and experimental

record of the early stages in the transition from a Precambrian

techniques with fieldwork in countries including Australia,

world with no animals, to the diverse, animal-dominated

Canada, and Russia to track the evolutionary trajectory

communities of the ‘Cambrian Explosion’, 541 million years ago.

of animals through the Ediacaran Period, 635–541 million
years ago. During this fieldwork he has discovered fossils

Considerable debate surrounds the question of what these

that represent the oldest known examples of animal

organisms might have been, but recent work exploring their

movement and impressions of muscle tissue.

growth and development suggests that they were likely to
belong within the animals, as opposed to being algae, giant

The replica cast pictured below shows part of the iconic

protists, or fungi.

fossil-bearing ‘E’ Surface at the Mistaken Point Ecological
Reserve World Heritage Site, Newfoundland, Canada.
It displays around one hundred fossil impressions of
bottom-dwelling sea-creatures that were smothered by
volcanic ash roughly 565 million years ago. The complex
ecosystems preserved on surfaces like this offer our best
Ú
The cast shows fossils belonging to a variety of different
species. Many of these are constructed of leaf-like branching
structures that would have been elevated above the
seafloor to obtain nutrients or oxygen from the seawater.
20 0 Years of the Cambridge Philisophical Society
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Ulrike Bauer, Henslow Fellow: 2010

THE BIOMECHANICS OF PLANT-INSECT INTERACTIONS
Ulrike is interested in how plants adapt their surfaces to

levels of microscopic grooves allow the water to spread

help them deal with other organisms and their physical

and form a thin, stable film on which the sticky footpads

environment. Pitcher plants are well suited to this sort of

of insects slip like a car tyre on a wet road. The smaller-

study because they possess an extraordinary diversity

scale grooves are formed by rows of cells that overlap

of specialised surfaces and materials for capturing

like roof tiles, forming a series of steps into the trap.

insect prey. During her time as a Henslow Fellow, Ulrike
discovered and described two previously unknown

The pitcher rim is only slippery for insects when it is wet,

capture mechanisms in tropical pitcher plants.

and the trap is only active when it is ‘switched on’ by
wet weather. It has puzzled scientists how this seemingly

The pitcher may look like a flower at first
sight, but it is actually a leaf. Unlike most
leaves, the pitcher’s rim is extremely

inefficient trapping surface evolved. Recently, Ulrike
showed that ‘working part-time’ is a highly effective
strategy to trap ants. These social insects send out

wettable: rain and even dew turn it into

scouts to find new food sources. The scouts then

a deadly water slide for insects. Two

return to the nest and recruit many more ants,
who return to the pitcher plant to feed. By
Ú

A pitcher plant. Its surface consists of overlapping
‘tiles’, oriented so that insects can use their claws
when moving into the trap, but not on the way out.
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letting some scouts escape, the trap is
later paid a rich dividend of prey.

Harriet Groom, Henslow Fellow: 2015

INTERACTIONS BETWEEN VIRUSES AND CELLS
Harriet’s work focuses on how cells protect themselves

energy factories of the cell. She has shown that changing

from viruses and how viruses overcome these barriers.

natural levels of SAMHD1 alters mitochondrial DNA.

She hopes to understand these interactions to inform
future therapeutic approaches for HIV and other viral

dNTP are the building blocks of DNA, and SAMHD1 regulates the

infections. Her main focus, SAMHD1, is a cellular

amount of dNTP in a cell. Viruses cannot replicate on their own,

protein which degrades the building blocks of DNA,

but take

dNTP, preventing HIV infection in certain cells. Harriet
studies how

the modulation of SAMHD1

might affect

mitochondria, the

over other cells and use them as ‘factories’ for
virus production. If a DNA copy of the virus
cannot be made because of a reduced
pool of dNTP, then the virus cannot
insert itself into the host genome.

Ù
A model of a dNTP molecule is shown. The activity
of SAMDH1 can be mimicked by detaching the
three phosphates (purple phosphorus atoms
surrounded by red oxygen atoms) from the rest of
the molecule, which is the deoxyguanosine base.

20 0 Years of the Cambridge Philisophical Society
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George Gordon, Henslow Fellow: 2013
Optical technology in medicine
George Gordon works in an area which continues the

changes in polarisation can be used to detect cancer.

theme of wave theory, explored earlier in the section

This same property is used in 3D cinemas: the special

‘Tools of Discovery’. He uses the wave properties of

glasses allow only one polarisation to reach your left eye

infrared light to improve detection of cancer during

and another to reach your right. The projector displays two

clinical endoscopy procedures. Light waves from a laser

images, each using one of these polarisations, creating a

are analogous to ripples on a pond except they are in

3D effect.

3D so can be ‘rotated’ — imagine if you could rotate the
surface of a pond 90˚ so it was vertical. This property is
called ‘polarisation’ and provides additional information
that our eyes cannot detect. Molecules such as collagen
and glucose rotate the polarisation of light, and since
these are present in abnormal quantities in early cancer,

the mathematical theory of waves, exactly as discussed in
the earlier section ‘Tools of discovery’, and seen here as it
appears in the exhibition.
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Stephen Bond

Ú
The work of both George Gordon and Sean Collins relies on

Sean Collins, Henslow Fellow: 2017
Nanotechnology
Sean Collins works on ‘plasmonics’, and is extending
the idea of ‘Structural colour’ into the nano-world. Nanoparticles of conducting materials like gold or silver will
exhibit patterns of electrical charge distribution on their
surface whose details can be tailored by adjusting the
size and shape of the particles. The underlying physics
is directly analogous to the ‘standing waves’ of sound
or vibration that produce the resonance frequencies
of objects like vibrating strings: something that Lord
Rayleigh was very familiar with. Such nano-particles
can be tailored to resonate at frequencies of visible light:
the colours visible on the right are determined by such
the particles.

Ú
Colours from plasmonic
nano-particles.

Courtesy of Emilie Ringe

standing waves of electrical charge on the surface of

20 0 Years of the Cambridge Philisophical Society
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200 YEARS OF SCIENCE IN CAMBRIDGE

Adam Sedgwick Û

John Stevens Henslow Û

Charles Babbage

John Herschel

James Clerk Maxwell Û
John Venn

J J Thomson

Lord Rayleigh Û
Joseph Larmor

John Couch Adams

1819

George Gabriel Stokes

William Whewell

Charles Darwin Û

Francis Galton

W H Rivers

R A Fisher

Marie Curie Û

1851
Natural Sciences
Tripos starts

1819
CPS founded

1846
New Botanic
Garden opens

1848
New Fitzwilliam
Museum
building opens

1874

1914

Cavendish
laboratory
opens

Women first
eligible as honorary
fellows of CPS

1884
Balfour laboratory
for women opens

Lawrence Bragg Û
J E Littlewood

Ernest Rutherford

Alan Turing Û

Rosalind Franklin

A V Hill

G I Taylor

Maurice Wilkes

G H Hardy

Dorothy Hodgkin Û

Francis Crick Û

John Kendrew

Andrew Huxley

Max Perutz

Antony Hewish Û

Stephen Hawking Û

Fred Hoyle

2019

James D Watson

C T R Wilson

Paul Dirac

1929

1967

Women eligible
to be full fellows
of CPS

Philosophical Library
becomes Scientific
Periodicals Library

1948

2010
Henslow Fellowship
scheme launched

Women first
awarded degrees
Marc Lieberman / https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Francis_Crick / No changes made
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For a more detailed account of the story of
the Cambridge Philosophical Society, see the
recent book from Oxford University Press:
The Spirit of Inquiry
How one extraordinary society
shaped modern science
by Susannah Gibson
• C
 elebrates the 200th anniversary of the remarkable
Cambridge Philosophical Society
• B
 rings to life the many remarkable episodes and illustrious
figures associated with the Society, including Adam Sedgwick,
Mary Somerville, Charles Darwin, and Lawrence Bragg
• Reflects

the shaping of modern science, as well as a
changing Cambridge University, against the backdrop of
profound social and intellectual transformation, from early
Victorian times, through the world wars, to the present
• O
 ffers background to current debates about the role of science in society

Ú
For more information about the Cambridge
Philosophical Society:
www.cambridgephilosophicalsociety.org/
our-society/about-us
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